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Abstract: Surface movement and deformation induced by underground coal mining causes slopes
to collapse. Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) real-time monitoring can provide early
warnings and prevent disasters. A stability analysis of high-steep slopes was conducted in a long
wall mine in China, and a GNSS real-time monitoring system was established. The moving velocity
and displacement at the monitoring points were an integrated response to the influencing factors of
mining, topography, and rainfall. Underground mining provided a continuous external driving force
for slope movement, the steep terrain provided sufficient slip conditions in the slope direction, and
rainfall had an acceleration effect on slope movement. The non-uniform deformation, displacement
field, and time series images of the slope body revealed that ground failure was concentrated in
the area of non-uniform deformation. The non-uniform deformation was concentrated ahead of
the working face, the speed of deformation behind the working face was reduced, the instability of
the slope body was increased, and the movement of the top of the slope was larger than at the foot.
The high-steep slope stability in the mine was influenced by the starting deformation (low stability),
iso-accelerated deformation (increased stability), deformation deceleration (reduced stability), and
deformation remaining unchanged (improved stability).
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1. Introduction

Natural disasters, such as earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanoes, landslides, ground subsidence, debris
flows, and pit collapses, can be extremely harmful to human societies. In terms of scale, earthquakes
and tsunamis are violent and dangerous and pose a great threat to human beings, but due to their
quantity, landslides are the second most serious threat. Approximately 8000 human casualties can be
attributed to landslides each year, with direct economic losses exceeding $1 billion. In China alone,
640,000 km2 land is covered by loess [1], which is loose, porous, collapsible, and has a weak load-bearing
capacity, resulting in a risk of landslides, debris flows, and other disasters. In addition, landslides
have become more frequent due to earthquakes, and increases and decreases in the groundwater level,
rainfall, mining, and other factors. For example, the Wenchuan earthquake occurred on 12 May 2008 [2],
and caused a number of large landslides, resulting in heavy human casualties. The Three Gorges Dam
is in internationally renowned engineering project because of its high water storage capacity, which has
resulted in changes in the groundwater level. Changes in rainfall amounts, groundwater levels, and
weak sliding surfaces have increased the occurrence of landslides [3].
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The occurrence of geological disasters such as landslides often leads to immense losses to human
societies, and have; therefore, attracted much attention from governments worldwide, as well as
experts and researchers in related fields. Many studies have been conducted on the early identification,
inducement, characteristics, classification, prevention, and control of landslides, including stability
analyses, spatial and temporal predictions, and early warning and forecasting. Several studies have
used satellite remote sensing images, interferometric radar (InSAR), laser ranging (LIDAR), unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs) low-altitude remote sensing images, field investigations, and other methods to
identify the distribution and slope features of landslides [4–7]. Other studies have applied finite element,
discrete element, and other numerical simulation methods as well as material simulation experiments to
conduct stress-strain analyses and determine the causes of instability at the time of slope failure [8–10].
To better apply their results to engineering practice, researchers have classified landslides into peristaltic
landslides [11], rainfall induced landslides [12], mining landslides, and seismic landslides [13]. Because
theoretical studies of landslides have been conducted in China, the measures and methods used to
respond to landslides are improving, and the state’s funds allocated for disaster prevention and control
have increased over time. However, China is unable to comprehensively control all landslides and
potentially unstable slopes under the present conditions, and it is therefore necessary to ensure the
prediction and early warning of landslide disasters and reduce the losses associated with them. Previous
attempts to develop slope failure early warning systems have mainly been conducted through field
surveys and investigations, studies of stratigraphic geomorphology to statistically analyze the possibility
of a landslide occurrence, or through the installation of observation stations, displacement meters, and
depth meters to obtain monitoring data. This has been followed by the application of a variety of
predictive models, such as the grey model (GM), polynomial regression model, machine forest model,
logical regression model, strength reduction method, and back propagation (BP) neural network [13–16].
In recent years, with the expansion in the application of geographic information systems (GIS) and
the maturity of satellite differential positioning technology, Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
real-time monitoring systems have made a breakthrough in the field of landslide early warning and
prediction [17,18]. The intensive study of landslides has achieved many useful outcomes, but there
are still some problems with the application of GNSS monitoring systems for use on high-steep slopes
in coal mining subsidence areas, and there has been insufficient research on the specific influences of
high-steep slopes in mines, the surrounding topography, rainfall, and other associated parameters.

GNSS is used to monitor the crustal deformation of the post-earthquake, such as a detailed
crustal deformation model using three-component GNSS data in 2000–2010 was construct for the 2016
Kumamoto earthquakes in central Kyushu, Japan [19], and also used for other seismic analyses, such as
the Izmit earthquake [20] in the north-west of Turkey on 17 August 1999, Wenchuan earthquake [21]
on 12 May 2008 and Jiuzhaigou earthquake [22] on 8 August 2017 in Sichuan province, China. GNSS
monitoring results of crustal deformation are often applied to earthquake prediction, for example, 31
GNSS stations from the Crustal Movement Observation Network of China (CMONOC) were used to
study regional crustal deformation characteristics in Xinjiang, China [23]. Block modeling of crustal
deformation in Tierra del Fuego from GNSS velocities of 41 sites was established [24]. A regional
GNSS network consisting of 202 permanent GNSS stations established to study the recent crustal strain
deformation in the Ukrainian territory [25]. A right-lateral shear zone in the San-in region, southwest
Japan, has been proposed by previous geological and seismological studies, and was proved using GNSS
velocity data [26]. Crustal deformation across the Southern Patagonian Icefield was observed by 43
GNSS sites [27]. Small crustal deformation caused by slow slip events in southwest Japan was detected
using GNSS and tremor data [28]. GNSS also is applied in frost heave deformation [29,30], volcanic
deformation [31,32], mining subsidence [33], bridge deformation [34,35], and dam deformation [36,37],
and so on. The advantages of GNSS monitoring are (a) allow sampling at any time interval, (b) remote
and severe weather data collection can be achieved, (c) avoid human errors caused by manual readings
and records, (d) 24 h a day for continuous monitoring. The disadvantages are single point data, and the
high cost to form lines or networks.
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In the long wall coal mining method, the mining area is divided along the working direction into
several strip-shaped sections. Along the coal seam at the lower elevation level there is a roadway for
coal transport, while in the upper elevation level there is a return air roadway. The first cut of the coal
mining face is arranged between two sections of the roadway, along the dip direction of the coal seam.
Coal mining advances along the direction of the coal seam. After underground coal mining, the rock
formation around the mining space loses its support and gradually moves, bends, and deforms into
the goaf. This process gradually extends from the slope outwards and upward to the surface as the
mining face continues to push forward, causing the surface to sink, and forming a subsidence basin. The
movement of the overlying rocks and surface deformation is inevitable as new equilibrium conditions
for mine failure are formed due to changes in the original stress state of the rocks.

In this study, a GNSS real-time monitoring system was used for the first time to assess the dynamic
deformation of the overlying rock mass and the high-steep slope in long wall mining. The dynamic
changes of the overlying rock layer and slope body were determined based on the moving velocity and
material displacement at the monitoring point. The study demonstrated the applicability of a GNSS
real-time monitoring and warning system in a high-steep slope, and proposed a new way to assess the
evolution of dynamic deformation and stability of a high-steep slope under mining conditions.

2. Overview of the Study Area

Figure 1 shows the position of a landslide above Luhu Village in Shanxi Province, China. The region
around the village is a mining area, with the mine in panel A having a depth of 470 m, thickness of
6.5 m, width of 200 m, and length of 1200 m; and the mine in panel B had a depth of 390 m, thickness of
2.5 m, width of 220 m, and length 1162 m. The area investigated had a largely undulating terrain, with
steep slopes. The vegetation in this area is mainly shrubs, and the area has a temperate continental
climate, with annual rainfall of less than 600 mm, which is mainly concentrated in July, August, and
September. The loess layer in this area is very thin and the bedrock is exposed. The strata are North
China continental facies, with Carboniferous (C), Permian (P), and Quaternary (Q) outcrops. The total
thickness of the coal series strata is 220–260 m.
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The initial landslide occurred in February 2017 and now forms a high-steep slope, with a height of
about 100 m, an area of 11,563.7 m2, and slope of more than 45◦. There is a strong potential for mining
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activities to initiate secondary landslides. There is a road and river around the landslide. The river
flows to the southeast and is seasonal, with water only in the rainy season. The valley is about 150 m
wide, the valley floor elevation is 825–830 m, the change of gradient is about 15%, the two sides of the
valley are mostly wasteland, and some bedrock is exposed. There are a small number of terraces on
the west side of the valley. Luhu village is located near the road and the Luhu River, on the northwest
side of the slope body, and is close to the high-steep slope.

3. Monitoring Methods and Principles

3.1. Composition of the GNSS Monitoring System

Based on the spatial relationship between the slope body and the two panels, a GNSS real-time
monitoring system was established at the landslide above Luhu village. The system consisted of eight
monitoring points and a base station, and their location is shown in Figure 1, where the monitoring
points M01–M04 were located at the top of the high-steep slope, M06 was located at the bottom of
the slope, and M07 and M08 were located at the south of the panel A, while M05 was located at the
center of the panel B, which was also at the top of the other slope. At each point, the foundation pit
of 60 × 60 × 60 cm was excavated on the ground, then the connecting steel bar was embedded, the
concrete was poured to form the foundation, and the monitoring station can be fixed to the foundation
by screws to be stable. The height of each station was 2.3 m, which ensured it can receive enough
strong signals from satellites. To ensure the stability of the base station, it was arranged at a distance
of about 4 km from the mining area to form the local area network (LAN) differential positioning
mode. The system consisted of a monitoring module, power supply module, video monitoring module,
and rainfall monitoring module, and its detailed composition is shown in Figure 2. The monitoring
module consisted of a GNSS receiver, antenna, general packet radio service (GPRS) data transmission
module, and an early warning and alarm module. The system was solar powered and was equipped
with a battery storage system, which ensured continuous operation for five days as well as operation
on rainy days. The system could obtain real-time monitoring data, and the accuracy of a 1 h static
observation solution could reach the mm level. The precision of GNSS PPP (precise point positioning),
RTK (real-time kinematic) and static baseline positioning based on landslide monitoring are better
than 6 cm, 6 and 3 mm, respectively [38], which was verified a landslide monitoring.
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3.2. Operating Principle and Data Acquisition of the Monitoring System

The GNSS monitoring system used its positioning function to determine the location of monitoring
points. Since the focused point of this study was relative displacement, and the requirement for absolute
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coordinate accuracy was low, the initial coordinate system was determined by the default Universal
Transverse Mercator (UTM) projection system. GNSS receiver model was LPR2000 series, which has
built-in UB380 board module to receive signals from BDS, GPS, GLONASS satellite, shown in Table 1;
built-in low-power radio to support differential data transmission between stations; equipped with
GPRS-4G module to support remote interface control and remote data transmission to realize remote
monitoring ability of measuring points. The HC Monitor software was used for GNSS data processing,
it has the advantages of using the nonlinear Kalman filtering of double-differential and three-differential
algorithms, the improved ionospheric correction model, and supporting the multi-reference station
solution and real-time independent baseline network adjustment. The horizontal accuracy was better
than 3 mm and the elevation was 5 mm. Calculating coordinates at a speed of once per 5 s, and achieve
millimeter level accuracy; the solution data was transmitted to the server at a speed of once per 5 s
through GPRS-4G, the coordinates and the displacement, speed and acceleration calculations of the
monitoring points can be read and downloaded at the port of the web page version of the ground
disaster monitoring system, which also sent the relevant alarm information to the user by detecting
whether the deformation data was greater than the warning value. Similarly, the rainfall sensor and the
video sensor were used to obtain real-time rainfall information and a video of the slope, respectively.
The data were transmitted in the same way as the GNSS monitoring module data. The end user could
obtain deformation and rainfall information, as well as other data through the internet and via mobile
phone. The LAN differential location data of the monitoring system was obtained for a 90-day period
in this study, with an acquisition frequency of once a day.

Table 1. The parameters of UB380 board module.

Signal Time Precision Static Surveying Accuracy Differential Protocol

BDS: B1/B2/B3
20 ns

Horizontal: 2.5 mm + 1 ppm;
Elevation: 5.0 mm + 1 ppm RTCM 2.x/3.x, CMRGPS: L1/L2/L5

GLONASS: L1/L2

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Slope Movement Velocity Analysis

In the process of underground coal seam mining, the overlying strata will experience subsidence,
tilt, horizontal movement, horizontal strain, and other deformations, which often lead to the destruction
of surface buildings, slope slippage, and surface cracks. In this study, the dynamic deformation of slope
and the active state of the overlying strata were assessed by setting real-time GNSS monitoring points.
According to the X, Y, and Z coordinates of each monitoring point, the displacement and moving velocity
of the monitoring points in 3D space were calculated and the factors influencing the deformation of the
slope body in the mining area were analyzed.

According to Figures 3 and 4:
(1) After operating the monitoring system, the working face in panel A advanced 10 m beyond

monitoring point M01, and its velocity in each direction was relatively small (within 20 mm/d) and
stable. After 50 days of monitoring, because the working face in panel B was close to M01 (about 100 m),
the influence of mining ahead of the monitoring point increased its X and Z directional movement.
When the distance between the working face and M01 was more than 386 m, the Vz of the monitoring
point was slightly larger than the Vx and Vy.
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(2) When the working face in panel A passed through M02, the Vy and Vz at the monitoring point
gradually decreased, and Vx initially increased and then decreased. As the distance from the working
face to M02 gradually increased, the Vx became larger than the Vy and Vz (i.e., the movement in the X
direction was more active because M02 was located at the top of the slope), and the disturbance in the
downhill direction (X direction) of the slope was greater than the disturbance in the other directions.
The velocity in the three directions then became stable at about 20 mm/d. Similarly to at M01, Vz was
slightly larger than Vx and Vy when the distance between the working face and M02 exceeded 349 m.
The velocity curve at this point increased suddenly at 43 days, especially for Vx and Vy, which was
caused by the continuous rainfall shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Rainfall statistics in the slope area.

(3) The movement velocity at M03 and M02 was very similar. After monitoring started, Vy and
Vz at M03 gradually decreased and eventually stabilized at 30–40 mm/d, while Vx initially increased
and then decreased, before becoming more active. Because M03 was located on the shoulder of the
landslide slope, the moving velocity at M03 was higher than at M02. When the distance between the
working face and M03 in panel A was approximately 300 m, Vx and Vy were synchronized, and Vz
became slightly larger. After 67 days of monitoring, all recorded velocities were less than 20 mm/d.

(4) At M04, Vx initially increased and then decreased, Vz increased to around 30 mm/d, and Vy
decreased to 20 mm/d. When the distance between the working face and M04 was large, Vx and Vy
were synchronous and Vz increased slightly, but all were less than 20 mm/d. Because M04 was located
at the outer boundary of panel A, its velocity was less than M03, but its location was close to the
downhill direction of the slope body, and therefore it was still larger in the X and Z directions.

(5) At M06, which was located in the middle of panel A close to the bottom of the slope, Vx and
Vy were very low (10 mm/d) and the plane movement was small. As the distance between the working
face and M06 increased, Vz gradually increased and then decreased, and the vertical direction was
severely affected by the mining activity.

(6) The working face in panel A did not pass through M07 and M08 and the displacement velocity
at these monitoring points was less than 20 mm/d, and remained in a stable state.

(7) Monitoring point M05 was located on the ground in a position corresponding to the center
of panel B. As the working face in panel B moved gradually closer to and away from M05, the
displacement velocity first increased and then decreased, and finally remained around 20 mm/d. From
the velocity curve, Vx < Vy < Vz, and the maximum moving velocity in the plane occurred earlier in
the direction in which the land was sinking.

The results could be summarized as follows. (1) The change in the speed of ground movement at
the monitoring points was mainly affected by factors such as mining, topography (elevation, slope, and
slope direction), and rainfall. When the speed of ground movement at the monitoring point was only
slightly affected by mining, the velocity was within 20 mm/d. At this time, although the overlying rock
formation was active, the ground stability was acceptable. (2) Because the position of the monitoring
points in the two panels and the corresponding terrain were different, the magnitude of the speed of
ground movement in the same direction and the time required to achieve stability in the two panels
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were different. (3) Under the influence of rainfall, the moving velocity suddenly increased. Although
the duration of the increase was short, continuous rainfall over a short period of time resulted in a large
disturbance to the stability of the slope body.

4.2. Slope Displacement Analysis

4.2.1. Displacement Analysis

The goaf formed by underground coal mining causes the overlying strata and ground to be
deformed. To determine how mining subsidence proceeds and assess the active state of the ground,
ground movement observation stations are usually established in the main sections of coal mining
areas, and the frequency of monitoring is usually once a month. In this study, the GNSS real-time
monitoring system used the X, Y, and Z coordinates of the monitoring points to calculate the moving
trajectory of each point once a day. The influence of mining, rainfall, and terrain factors on the moving
trajectory was analyzed.

Figure 6 shows that with the advance of the working face, the ground displacement constantly
increased at each monitoring point.
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(1) X-direction displacement. During the advance of the working face, the moving direction at the
monitoring points in the initial stage was the opposite of that of the advancing working face. When
the working face crossed the monitoring point, the moving direction at the monitoring points was the
same as that of the advancing working face. Because the moving direction was consistent with the
downhill direction of the slope body, the slope body slip increased the cumulative displacement of the
monitoring points. Figure 7 shows the slope body profile with the advance of the working face.

(2) Y-direction displacement. With the advance of the working face, the monitoring points all
moved toward the center of the goaf. When the working face was far from a monitoring point, the
horizontal displacement of the monitoring point had a tendency to remain unchanged or to move back
to its original position.
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in both panels.

(3) Z-direction displacement. With the advance of the working face, the magnitude of sinking
constantly increased, except at M07 and M08, which were located far from the working face. The closer
the monitoring points were to the center of the coal mining activity, the greater the subsidence.

A comparative analysis of the horizontal displacement of the ground at each monitoring point
was conducted. The similarities and differences of the moving trends at each monitoring point were
related to the topographic conditions at the location of the monitoring point and its ground position
above the working face. Monitoring site M06 was located at the bottom of the slope, while M02, M03,
M04, and M05 were located at the top of the slope. Because of the poor ground stability at the top
of the slope, the horizontal movement at M06 was less than that at M02, M03, M04, and M05. This
difference was particularly noticeable on the west side of M05, which was the downward direction of
the slope, resulting in an increase in the negative movement of the monitoring point toward the Y-axis.
When the working face was far from the monitoring point, the horizontal movement of the monitoring
point was reduced, and the movement was dominated by subsidence.

Figure 8 shows the surface movement in the mining process. The horizontal moving track curve
of the monitoring point reflects the difference in the moving value at the monitoring point and the
trend in different regions over the same time period.

(1) Due to coal mining in panels A and B, the movement trend of monitoring points M01–M04
was the same, but the magnitude of movement was different. The largest movement in the X direction
was observed at M02 and M03, while the largest movement in the Y direction was observed at M04.
As shown in Figure 1, the X direction of M02 and M03 and the Y direction of M04 were close to
the downhill direction of the slope body, and the topographic slope had a large influence on the
displacement; therefore, they had large moving values.

(2) In contrast, M06 was located at ground level in the center of panel A. The horizontal movement
in the Y-direction is very small and the movement in the X-direction was the opposite of the other
monitoring points.

(3) Monitoring point M05 was located at ground level in the center of panel B. The horizontal
movement in the strike direction of the working face initially increased and then decreased, while the
horizontal movement in the dip direction of the working face increased continuously because it was
near the downhill direction of the slope body. For the monitoring points that were less affected by the
topography (e.g., M01–M04), as the working face advanced in the X direction, the monitoring points
had a tendency to move toward the initial position. In the Y direction, the monitoring points always
moved to the center of the working face.
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Figure 8. The track of the horizontal movement of the monitoring points.

(4) There was a non-uniform movement of monitoring points with the same horizontal movement
trend, but different amounts and directions of movement. There was also non-uniform movement
of monitoring points with different horizontal movement trends. These two important factors could
cause damage to the mountainside, with the damage due to the surface deformation formed by the
latter being greater than that due to the former.

Surface points were affected by coal mining in a complex temporal and spatial process, according
to the X–Z section of the monitoring point moving trajectory, as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. The X–Z profile movement trajectory at the monitoring points.

(1) The ground movements at M02, M03, M04, and M06 in the Z direction were large and were
affected by the mining activity in panel A. Monitoring point M01 experienced less subsidence because
of the relatively short monitoring time. Larger surface subsidence values were recorded closer to the
center of the panel. Monitoring point M05 was mainly affected by the coal mining in panel B. Because
the mining thickness in panel B was small, there was less subsidence at this monitoring point than at
other locations.
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(2) The horizontal movements in the X direction at M02, M03, and M04 were larger than those at
other monitoring points, and were mainly affected by the downhill direction of the slope body. When
the working face passed over these points it was affected by the topography, with little backward
movement in the X direction (i.e., moving to the initial position). The backward movement in the X
direction was largest at M05, with M06 also showing a trend of backward movement.

(3) The backward movement of the monitoring points in the X direction is a phenomenon of
surface movement caused by the influence of movement ahead and behind a surface point during the
passage of the working face. This was clearly observed at M05 and M06, but was limited to varying
degrees by the topography at the other monitoring points.

4.2.2. Influence of Mining, Terrain Conditions, and Rainfall on Slope Movement

By analyzing the X, Y, and Z displacement, X–Y plane trajectory, and X–Z profile trajectory of the
monitoring points in the study area, we found that:

(1) The influence of mining was the main factor continuously driving the overburden and surface
movement as the working face advanced, and the direction of ground movement was determined by
the position of the advancing working face. This represented the main driving force for the formation
of a slope body slip.

(2) The influence of the terrain conditions on the ground displacement was mainly reflected in
an increase in the displacement value in a certain direction, and the monitoring points were greatly
affected by the topography in the downhill direction of the slope body. This provided sufficient
conditions for a landslide to occur.

(3) The effect of rainfall on the movement and moving velocity of the ground at the monitoring
points was periodic, and the formation of a sliding surface of the slope body was accelerated by the
infiltration of rainwater during the rainfall process.

(4) Other effects, such as formation conditions, groundwater, and vegetation, had a lesser impact
on ground movement in the study area.

To summarize, according to the 90-day monitoring program and the analysis of the results, the
dynamic process of ground movement on Luhu slope body can be divided into stages of: mining,
overburden and surface movement, surface movement in the opposite direction to the advance of
the working face, surface dynamic fracture generation, surface movement in the same direction to
the advance of the working face, increased length of surface dynamic fractures, local non-uniform
deformation, and slope body failure.

4.3. Stability Analysis of Mining Slope

It was found that the cumulative displacement, non-uniform deformation, and special terrain
conditions of the rock strata and surface affected by mining were the direct factors causing the slope
body slip. In this section, the stability and risk of mining high-steep slopes was analyzed by studying
the non-uniform deformation of the slope body and the change of the surface displacement field,
in combination with a UAV field investigation that acquired low-altitude sequential images of the
study area.

4.3.1. Non-Uniform Deformation

The non-uniform deformation of the overlying strata and surface caused by mining is often
the internal factor that causes large surface cracks, uplift, caving, and even landslides. In this study,
formula (9) was applied to calculate the horizontal deformation of M06–(M02, M03, M04) and M01–(M02,
M03, M04). In the advancing direction of the working face, an analysis of the displacement of the
monitoring points found that the movement speed at M01 was slower than that at M02, M03, and M04,
which caused a stretching of the ground area. Combined with the results of a topographic analysis, it
was apparent that ground movement at M02, M03, and M04 received an influence due the downhill
direction of the slope body, while M01 did not, which was one of the reasons for the uneven movement
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speed. The horizontal movement at M06 was in the opposite direction to that at M02, M03, and M04,
resulting in an extrusion deformation dominating the area. Monitoring point M06 was located at the
bottom of the slope, and its north-south slope body was limited. The amount of movement at M06 was
therefore small, which resulted in the strain being concentrated in an area between M06 and (M02, M03,
and M04), where the surface was raised.

ε(t) = 1000×

√
(Xt.i −Xt. j)

2 + (Yt.i −Yt. j)
2 + (Zt.i −Zt. j)

2

D0.i− j
(mm/m)

where D0.i–j is the distance between the monitoring points i and j at 0 days of data acquisition.
(Xt.i, Yt.i, Zt.i) and (Xt. j, Yt. j, Zt. j) are the displacements of X, Y, and Z of point i and j at moment t.
Figure 10 shows that with the continuous advancement of the working face, the extrusion

deformation at M06 and (M02, M03, and M04) increased. The deformation rate of the shape of the
ground surface decreased over time, with the maximum compression being more than 11 mm/m.
The largest deformation occurred at M03–M06, which highlights the effect of the ground slope on the
slope body. Figure 10b shows that the tensile strength of M01 and (M02, M03, and M04) increased
continuously, the deformation rate decreased slowly, and the maximum deformation reached 17 mm/m.
The rock formations in this area generally consist of hard rock types. When the deformation value
reached 2–3 mm/m, cracks, extrusion uplift, and caving occurred on the ground. Although mining has
caused large-scale deformation of the ground surface in this area, the deformation speed gradually
decreased during this study. After 70 days of monitoring, the deformation rate decreased and the
associated risk of high-steep slope failure decreased. The area with an increasing deformation velocity
was always located in the influence zone ahead of the working face (i.e., surface non-uniform deformation
was mainly concentrated in this area). However, the deformation rate and the non-uniform deformation
in the influence zone behind the working face after mining began to decrease, and disturbance of the
slope body decreased.
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Figure 10. Non-uniform compressive and tensile deformation curves.

4.3.2. Mining Surface Displacement Field

Based on the horizontal trajectory of the monitoring points in Figure 8, the inverse distance
weighted interpolation method was used to establish the displacement field near the high steep slope
affected by mining, as shown in Figure 11. The stability of the high-steep slope was determined by
analyzing the spatial displacement of the slope and the asynchronous movement of the area.
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According to the analysis shown in Figure 11, the horizontal displacement of the top slope was
obviously larger than that at the foot of the slope, and the direction of movement was the opposite.
The closer to the shoulder of the slope above the top of the slope, the larger the displacement (i.e.,
under the influence of mining the surface slope could easily cause the slope to slip), which increased
the horizontal movement of the slope down to the foot. Therefore, the compression deformation of the
slope foot was increased in the case of reverse horizontal movement at the foot of the slope (M06),
and the deformation of the stretching area of the top of the slope was increased in the case of a small
horizontal movement at M01. When the working face advanced from the back of the slope body
to the front (i.e., gradually from M01 to M06), together with the influence of movement ahead and
behind the working face, the surface underwent asynchronous movement. This resulted in the damage
around the slope body increasing, and the sliding surface of the slope body could form easily; therefore,
increasing the instability of the slope body. In the horizontal displacement field, the direction of the
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plane displacement near the slope body was N45◦W, which combined with the position of large cracks
on the top of the slope indicated that the possibility of a landslide in that direction was more likely.

4.3.3. Ground Investigation of UAV Remote Sensing Time Series Images

Through the UAV low-altitude photogrammetry and field investigation, it was found that the main
surface damage caused by mining was cracks, followed by caving. In the vicinity of the Luhu landslide,
surface disasters were mainly concentrated at the top of the landslide, as shown in Figure 12a,b. In
this area there were more than 10 cracks, collapse pits, and small cavings caused by surface tensile
deformation, with a crack length of more than 20 m and a width of 5–50 cm, perpendicular to the slope
direction. The bottom of the slope was affected by non-uniform moving compression, as shown in
Figure 12d–f. The road had been uplifted by up to 1.2 m and there were several cavings identified at
the foot of the slope, where more serious damage had occurred.
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Figure 12. Landslide damage in Luhu village as a consequence of mining. (a) is near the west side of
point M02; (b) is between points M01 and M02; (c) is at the foot of the slope, below point M02; (d) is at
the toe of the slope body; (e,f) are located at the road of the slope foot, near the point M06.

In the area affected by mining, it was found that the number and length of surface cracks increased
with the advance of the working face. Combined with the UAV time series image and the corresponding
deformation degree, it was found that when ε > 4 mm/m (i.e., 16 d) a surface uplift deformation was
produced, and when ε > 7 mm/m (after 36 d) a small caving was produced. As shown in Figure 13,
when the deformation reached a maximum and remained constant (at the inflection point of the
horizontal deformation curve), three cavings were produced near the foot of the slope. When the
deformation decreased, the rate of field failure decreased.

By studying the non-uniform deformation curve, it was found that the failure of the slope body
was limited, with the surface failure concentrated in areas in the accelerated or reduced stages of
deformation. The instability of the slope body was increased during these periods. At the same time,
the area where non-uniform deformation increased was mainly in the influence zone ahead of the
working face, with the deformation rate decreasing in the influence zone behind the working face.
By studying the displacement field, it was found that the horizontal movement of the top of the slope
was larger than that of the foot of the slope, and they were moving in the opposite directions, which
had a large influence on the stability of the slope body. From the UAV’s low-altitude remote sensing
time series images, it was found that with the advance of the working face, the type of ground failure
in the slope area was dominated by cracks, with the number, size, and length of cracks also increasing.
The high-steep slope stability in the mine was influenced by the starting deformation (low stability),
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iso-accelerated deformation (increased stability), deformation deceleration (reduced stability), and
deformation remaining unchanged (improved stability).
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5. Conclusions

(1) The GNSS monitoring system is a practical way to achieve the real-time monitoring of mining
related landslides. It can provide multi-scale temporal data that can be combined with multi-source
data and collaborative monitoring using other equipment, to provide reliable results.

(2) By analyzing the moving velocity at monitoring points where the overlying strata were affected
by mining, the moving velocity stability threshold (i.e., the point at which the strata become active)
was found to be 20 mm/d. When it was less than 20 mm/d, the strata were not normally active and had
good stability. Comparing the velocity and displacement curves, it was found that continuous rainfall
had a large impact on the velocity curve, but when the rainfall was lower than 15 mm, there was little
effect on surface movement.

(3) Using the displacement and velocity data at the monitoring points, the response of the mining
overburden, ground surface, and high-steep slopes to external factors was assessed. The overall impact
could be considered a consequence of mining, terrain conditions, rainfall, and other factors. It was
found that mining was the main external force driving slope body deformation, while the topographic
conditions had a large influence on the displacement of the slope body in a certain direction, providing
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sufficient conditions for a slope body slip. Rainfall has a staged effect on the slope body, and accelerated
the formation of a sliding surface.

(4) Non-uniform deformation and terrain conditions caused by mining were the direct causes
of slope body instability. A field investigation of non-uniform deformation, displacement fields, and
UAV low-altitude remote sensing time series images showed that the stability of the slope body was
low when the deformation rate changed suddenly due to mining, and the stability of the slope body
was high when the deformation was uniform or when no deformation occurred. It was found that the
non-uniform and asynchronous deformation was mainly concentrated in the influence zone ahead
of the working face, and the hysteretic influence zone behind the working face was the main area of
surface subsidence.
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